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In a process at once overt yet stealthy, the Department of Defense (DOD) is

developing proposed revisions to the Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation Supple-

ment (DFARS) data rights provisions that will rewrite commercial software licenses

in ways never before seen and guaranteed to be rejected by commercial software sup-

pliers, as well as proposing authority to pressure contractors—in the guise of

“specially negotiated license rights”—to negotiate away valuable intellectual prop-

erty (IP) rights while increasing data delivery obligations. The DOD is doing this in

plain view—if you know what to look for.

This BRIEFING PAPER discusses the proposed DFARS revisions in DFARS Case

2018-D071, “Negotiation of Price for Technical Data and Preference for Specially

Negotiated Licenses,” and DFARS Case 2018-D018, “Noncommercial Computer

Software,” implementing provisions of the National Defense Authorization Act

(NDAA) for Fiscal Year (FY) 2018 and the FY 2019 NDAA, that the DOD has issued

in draft form seeking public comment.1 The PAPER focuses on the potential impacts of

the proposed regulatory changes on contractors and provides practical guidelines

outlining steps contractors can take right now to address the DOD’s actions and dimin-

ish their risks.

Increasing The Pressure On Data & Software Rights

In June 1995, after years of discussions with industry, the DOD issued a compre-

hensive and equitable rewrite of the DFARS addressing rights in technical data and in

noncommercial computer software and software documentation.2 1995 was about the

high water mark of the DOD’s professed affection for commercial items, including

software, and the DOD’s respect for contractors’ technical data investments. The wa-

ter has been draining away ever since, and with it the DOD’s fidelity to the core

principals of those enlightened regulations in DFARS Subparts 227.71 and 227.72

and their principal contract clauses—DFARS 252.227-7013, “Rights in Technical

Data—Noncommercial Items,” and DFARS 252.227-7014, “Rights in Noncom-

mercial Computer Software and Noncommercial Computer Software
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Documentation.”3 Things quickly will be getting much worse

for industry’s rights in data if the DOD prevails in its proposed

changes.

Let us look at two overarching principals of the 1995 regula-

tions that are most at risk—i.e., embracing commercial software

and protecting private investment.

First, in 1995 the DOD took the remarkable step of eliminat-

ing any DFARS clause for commercial computer software.4

There is none to be found. This makes a great deal of sense if

one’s goal is—as the DOD’s was—to encourage innovative

private sector software developers to offer their clever advanced

technology to the DOD. How better to do this than by eliminat-

ing contract clauses alien to the commercial world. Instead, com-

mercial computer software “shall be acquired under the licenses

customarily provided to the public unless such licenses are in-

consistent with Federal procurement law or do not otherwise

satisfy user needs.”5 The “unless” in that sentence leaves room

for mischief, but the DOD—with a few exceptions tied to

amorphous and inexplicable “user need”—largely has confined

this exception to rejecting commercial license terms that conflict

with sovereign rights. One really cannot, for example, litigate

government contract disputes through American Arbitration As-

sociation (AAA) arbitration applying California law.6

The DOD correspondingly imposed clear limits on what

contracting activities could do to infringe commercial software

rights:

Offerors and contractors shall not be required to—

* * *

(2) Relinquish to, or otherwise provide, the Government rights to

use, modify, reproduce, release, perform, display, or disclose com-

mercial computer software or commercial computer software

documentation except for a transfer of rights mutually agreed upon.7

These common sense and longstanding rules are in jeopardy.

The second overarching principle was for the DOD to acquire

only the noncommercial technical data and software “necessary

to satisfy agency needs,”8 while respecting contractors’ private

investment by precluding overt government coercion. This is

seen in DFARS 227.7103-1(c), which essentially quotes verbatim

the prohibitions of the DOD’s main data rights statute, 10

U.S.C.A. § 2320(a)(2)(H):

Offerors shall not be required, either as a condition of being

responsive to a solicitation or as a condition for award, to sell or

otherwise relinquish to the Government any rights in technical data

related to items, components or processes developed at private

expense . . . .9

Congress provided only limited exceptions to these preclu-

sions and only for technical data, not software, allowing for

unlimited government rights in “form, fit, and function data”

(defined fairly)10 and technical data “necessary for installation,

operation, maintenance, or training [OMIT] purposes.”11 Recog-

nizing, however, that government personnel almost inevitably

would attempt to construe the definition of OMIT so expansively

as to swallow all technical data, Congress wisely excluded

contractors’ most important technical data from OMIT—their

“detailed manufacturing or process data [DPMD]”12—which are

“the steps, sequences, and conditions of manufacturing, process-

ing or assembly used by the manufacturer to produce an item or

component or to perform a process.”13

All this worked well, more or less, for about 20 years. Then

the DOD got restive. No matter what one hears from DOD upper

echelons, the facts on the ground are that the DOD views

contractors’ statutory and common sense rights—accruing

because of your time, money, and talent—to assert limited or

restricted rights as “vendor lock,” harmful to the DOD.

For example, during the past five years various DOD entities

have embarked on the following unsuccessful efforts:

E Request of proposal (RFP) provisions requiring giving up

rights as a condition of award.

E A congressional push to grant the DOD a perpetual right

to order delivery of data or software the DOD forgets to

include as a deliverable (would they forget an airplane?)

and pay only the cost of reproduction.
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E Contract clauses attempting to grant OMIT rights in soft-

ware, directly contrary to law.14

E Lobbying Congress to eliminate due process protections

when the government challenges data rights assertions by

permitting the DOD to disseminate data and software

pending a dispute and allowing contractors only a damage

right.

E Lobbying Congress for the right to give contractors’ most

closely held trade secrets—i.e., detailed limited rights

manufacturing and process data—to their competitors

whenever DMPD might be deemed useful for OMIT

purposes.15

Foreshadowing The Future

Perhaps tired of being rebuffed, the DOD is taking a more nu-

anced approach, as described in an October 2019 DOD Instruc-

tion that should be required reading for contractors’ proposal

teams. It is DOD Instruction 5010.44, Intellectual Property (IP)

Acquisition and Licensing (Oct. 16, 2019).16 This is a well-

written roadmap for how the DOD is going to pursue acquisition

of rights in contractors’ data and software, and reflects incremen-

tal gains the DOD has achieved with Congress.

Although its Policy Statement appears at first to be neutral

and balanced, it subtly sets the stage for the DOD’s aggressive

actions that follow and are now pending, as we will see:

1.2. POLICY. Weapon and information systems acquired by DoD

in support of the warfighter are, and will be, increasingly dependent

on technology for its operation, maintenance, modernization, and

sustainment. Acquiring and licensing the appropriate IP is vital for

ensuring the systems will remain functional, sustainable, upgrad-

able and affordable. Because balancing the interests of the U.S.

Government and industry in IP can be difficult, early and effective

understanding, planning, and communications between the U.S.

Government and industry is critical, as is ensuring delivery, accep-

tance, and management of the necessary IP deliverables (e.g.,

technical data and computer software), with appropriate license

rights. The DoD requires fair treatment of IP owners, and seeks to

create conditions that encourage technologically advanced solu-

tions to meet DoD needs.17

DOD’s Goals & Their Effects

DOD Instruction 5010.44’s “goals” to implement this policy

are more overt. Here are two, for example:

E “Integrate IP planning fully into acquisition strategies and

product support strategies to protect core DoD interests

over the entire life cycle.”18

E “[U]se all available techniques early in the acquisition

process for identifying, acquiring, licensing, and enforcing

the U.S. Government’s rights to IP necessary to support

operation, maintenance, modernization, and

sustainment.”19

The emphasized portions of these goals are easily translated

into real-world acquisition activity and consequences for

contractors: DOD solicitations increasingly will focus as much

on data and software needed for long-term support, maintenance,

and upgrades as it will (and largely does today) on IP for current

operations. This means increased pressure in competitive propos-

als to provide broad rights in source code and manufacturing and

process data, and at a low price.

Much of this pressure will come from contractor management

pushing to lower the company’s price for relinquishing its data

rights: “We have to go low; our competitors will, and we will

lose.” The problem with this common view is not only that it is

often incorrect, but also that it almost always either is short-

sighted or is not based on thoughtful (or any) consideration of

the long-term loss of value and market share resulting from giv-

ing up valuable rights.

Have you, as a contractor, evaluated the value of your data

and software? If not, you should start. And the best practice

would be to retain an independent third party to make the

assessment. The reason you should is that the DOD understands

the contractor mindset for low-balling and will be prepared to

advance valuations to support low dollars for your rights. This

will put contractors at a disadvantage if they have not done

contrasting analyses. The DOD is not hiding its ball, as seen in

another of the DOD’s goals in DOD Instruction 5010.44:

Acquire the necessary IP deliverables and associated license rights

at fair and reasonable prices. Improve. . . financial analysis and

valuation practices for determining fair and reasonable prices and

appropriate needs for IP and IP rights in order to develop program

budgets and evaluate proposals.20

The FAR Council is evaluating various valuation approaches

now, such as Cost (replacement or reproduction cost); Market

(comparable sales); or Income (predicted future income stream).

Contractor and FAR Council beware, however: the Defense

Contract Audit Agency never met an income or market value it

liked: “I can’t audit that, it’s too speculative. Tell me instead

what it cost to develop and let me see your records?”

Increased Data Rights Pricing Pressure In

Negotiations

This pressure is greatest for major weapon systems, due to

§ 835 of the FY 2018 NDAA, which, as later expanded in scope

by § 867 of the FY 2019 NDAA,21 became translated into 10

U.S.C.A. § 2439:

The Secretary of Defense shall ensure, to the maximum extent

practicable, that the Department of Defense, before selecting a
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contractor for the engineering and manufacturing development of a

major weapon system, production of a major weapon system, or

sustainment of a major weapon system, negotiates a price for

technical data to be delivered under a contract for such develop-

ment, production, or sustainment.22

This pressure, however, certainly will not be limited to major

weapon systems. This is evident in DFARS Case 2018-D071,

addressing a range of proposed changes to negotiating prices for

IP, including negotiating pricing per § 867 of the FY 2019

NDAA.23 The draft proposed rule would revise DFARS 206.106,

“Additional requirements for major systems,” to add the require-

ment that assessments of the long-term technical data and com-

puter software needs of major weapons systems and subsystems

and corresponding acquisition strategies that provide for the

technical data deliverables and associated license rights needed

to sustain those systems and subsystems over their life cycle:

[(vi) Identify, to the maximum extent practicable, the estimated

cost for technical data, computer software, and associated license

rights as required by FAR 7.105(b)(14)(iii) and summarize how the

contracting officer intends to negotiate a price for the data,

software, and license rights. See [DFARS] 215.470(a) regarding

the negotiation of a price for the data, software, and license

rights.]24

In turn, these are the proposed revisions to DFARS

215.470(a):

[The contracting officer shall]DoD requires [that offerors provide]

estimates of the prices of data [and associated license rights] . . . .

[To the maximum extent practicable, before making a source selec-

tion decision . . . the contracting officer shall negotiate a price for

data (including technical data and computer software) and associ-

ated license rights . . . for the development, production, or sustain-

ment of a system, subsystem, or component; or services. . .. [S]uch

negotiations should be based upon the use of appropriate intel-

lectual property valuation practices and standards.]25

In other words, the DOD will be asking contractors in advance

to put a price on their rights—one to be pitted against

competitors.

A New Twist On Specially Negotiated Rights: De

Facto Mandatory Negotiations

Another of the DOD’s stated goals in DOD Instruction

5010.44 is to increase the use of specially negotiated rights:

Negotiate specialized provisions for IP deliverables and associated

license rights whenever doing so will more effectively balance DoD

and industry interests than the standard or customary license rights.

This is most effective early in the life cycle, when competition is

more likely.26

Specially negotiated rights were intended originally to permit

flexibility where the DOD previously had none—e.g., giving up

unlimited rights. The current perspective is very different; it is

intended to get around the 10 U.S.C.A. § 2320 preclusion on

forcing contractors to give up rights, and doing it when competi-

tive pressures on contractors are the greatest. “Who’s forcing?”

asks the CO: “We’re negotiating and paying for rights.”

Those negotiations are on the way, in the form of DFARS

Case 2018-D071 draft proposed revisions to DFARS 227.7102-2,

“Rights in technical data” related to commercial items:

(b) [Specially negotiated license rights.

(1) The parties should negotiate special license rights whenever

doing so will more equitably address the parties’ interests than the

standard license rights provided in the clause. To the maximum

extent practicable, if either party desires a special license, the par-

ties shall enter into good faith negotiations]If additional rights are

needed, contracting activities must negotiate with the contractor to

determine if there are acceptable terms for transferring such rights.

[However, the licensor is not obligated to provide the Government

greater rights, and the contracting officer is not required to accept

lesser rights, than the rights provided in the standard grant of

license.]27

This is an ambitious step from current policy forbidding the

DOD from acquiring commercial technical data beyond those

customarily provided to the public (plus form, fit, or function

data or data necessary for limited OMIT activities) and from

requiring contractors to relinquish additional rights in those

data.28 Well, you say, “That final caveat looks good, and we can

decline to negotiate.” In theory, yes, but will contractors decline

in a major procurement? The DOD is counting on them not to.

And the DOD is emphasizing its ability to bring contractors to

the negotiating table by reiterating what essentially are manda-

tory negotiations, via another change to the regulations, this one

related to noncommercial technical data—DFARS 227.7103-5

“Government rights”:

(d) [Specially]Specifically negotiated license rights.

(1) [To the maximum extent practicable, n]Negotiate specific li-

censes when[whenever doing so will more equitably address the

parties’ interests than the standard license rights provided in the

clause.] the parties agree to modify the standard license rights

granted to the Government or when the Government wants to obtain

rights in data in which it does not have rights. [If either party desires

a special license, the parties shall enter into good faith negotia-

tions to determine if there are acceptable terms for transferring

such rights . . . .]29

More Rigorous Delivery Requirements

One of the most common misconceptions held by govern-

ment and contractor personnel is that the data rights clauses

require delivery of the data and software for which they define

rights. The clauses do nothing of the sort. There is not a word

about delivery in them.30 This makes sense, because the purpose

of the clauses is only to define license rights received by the

government. If the government requires delivery of technical

data or software, it has to specify those things as deliverables

just like any other deliverable under a government contract.
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Likely because of this misunderstanding, the government has

tended to be lax in identifying data deliverables, and even

sometimes lax in including “deferred ordering” clauses, such as

DFARS 252.227-7027, “Deferred Ordering of Technical Data or

Computer Software,” that would allow the government to order

data or software generated in the performance of the contract.

The DOD, understandably, is trying to focus contracting of-

ficers and the acquisition corps on the importance of specifying

data deliverables. This is reflected in another of the DOD’s goals

in DOD Instruction 5010.44, as well as in recent solicitations.

Here is the goal:

Clearly identify and match data deliverables with the license rights

in those deliverables. Data or software deliverables are of no value

unless and until the license rights to use it are attached, and the U.S.

Government actually obtains and accepts those deliverables.31

How does this translate for contractors? This means contrac-

tors increasingly will be required to create a proposal table that

(1) lists all data and software deliverables—for prime and all its

subcontractors—with (2) their corresponding rights identified,

(3) tied to a specific contract line item number (CLIN) and

contract data requirements list (CDRL), and with (4) copies of

all prime and subcontractor commercial computer software li-

censes attached. Piling on, the DOD lately has even taken to

requiring offerors to provide in their proposals written and evi-

dentiary support for each data rights assertion, a daunting

administrative burden, particularly for prime contractors respon-

sible for collecting such information across their extensive sup-

ply chains.

Commercial software suppliers also may be required by the

RFP to provide noncommercial rights, alien (and often unaccept-

able) to their business. This will be very difficult for commercial

software suppliers, and there is more bad news in store.

Assault On Commercial Computer Software

Each of the changes proposed above also is being made to the

DOD regulations applicable to noncommercial computer

software. That is typical practice at the DOD; whenever changes

are made to the technical data regulations, the DOD strives for

consistency in the software regulations. What is atypical is ap-

plying those changes to commercial computer software. Recall,

the original intent of the DFARS was to eliminate any clause for

commercial computer software,32 and instead to rely principally

on contractors’ standard commercial licenses.33 If the govern-

ment wanted different rights, it had to negotiate for them but

rarely did. And when it did, it typically was to eliminate clauses

inconsistent with the sovereign’s rights—disputes and

indemnity.34

Now, there is a significant shift in the DOD’s emphasis and

drive, reflected in two contemplated revisions under DFARS

Case 2018-D07135 and DFARS Case 2018-D018.36 The former

anticipates “mandatory” negotiations to modify commercial li-

censes, while the latter for the first time imposes noncommercial

principles on commercial software. Consider these excerpts from

the DFARS cases.

First, regarding mandatory negotiations to modify com-

mercial licenses, DFARS Case 2018-D017 would revise DFARS

227.7202-3, “Rights in commercial computer software or com-

mercial computer software documentation,” as follows:

(b) [The parties should negotiate special license rights whenever

doing so will more equitably address the parties’ interests than the

standard license rights provided in the license customarily provided

to the public.]If the Government has a need for rights not conveyed

under the license customarily provided to the public, the Govern-

ment must negotiate with the contractor [To the maximum extent

practicable, if either party desires a special license, the parties

shall enter into good faith negotiations ] to determine if there are

acceptable terms for transferring such rights. The specific rights

granted to the Government shall be enumerated in the contract

license agreement or an addendum thereto [and shall, support the

Government’s product support strategy (e.g., as described in the

life cycle sustainment plan)].37

Second, applying noncommercial rights to commercial

software, DFARS Case 2018-D018 would revise DFARS

227.7202, “Commercial computer software and commercial

computer software documentation,” by adding the following

requirement:

227.7202-1 Policy.

* * * * *

[(d) When establishing contract requirements and negotiation

objectives to meet agency needs, the Government shall consider

the factors identified in [DFARS] 227.7203-2(b) and (c), adapted

as appropriate for commercial computer software and computer

software documentation.]38

Let us pause here for a moment. This sounds innocuous. It is

not. DFARS 227.7203-2, “Acquisition of noncommercial com-

puter software and computer software documentation,” has never

been applied to commercial software, and for good reason. It has

nothing to do with commercial software, until now. And it

includes terms that are unknown in commercial software agree-

ments that assuredly will be unacceptable to commercial soft-

ware suppliers. Think about the consternation that will be cre-

ated by the italicized portions of the proposed DFARS

227.7203-2:

227.7203-2 Acquisition of noncommercial computer software and

computer software documentation [and associated rights].

* * * * *

[(2)(i) [The CO]. . .must address the acquisition at appropriate

times in the life cycle of all computer software, related data, and

associated license rights necessary to—
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(A) Reproduce, build, or recompile the software from its source

code and required software libraries;

(B) Conduct required computer software testing; and

(C) Deploy computer programs on relevant system hardware.

(ii) Needs determinations should be made as early as practicable,

preferably before or during a competitive phase (10 U.S.C.

2322a).]39

Guidelines: What All Contractors Should Do Today

These DOD proposals invite action by contractors and their

industry groups to comment on the pending changes, challenge

them, and work with congressional liaisons to explain why the

proposals are contrary to the very things the DOD needs—in-

novation, private investment, and engaging commercial software

suppliers. The proposals also invite internal education for

contractor personnel, allowing them to recognize issues when

they first arise, raise them with management, and resist them ap-

propriately when necessary.

Thus, these Guidelines provide suggestions for actions

contractors can take immediately to address the issues discussed

in this PAPER and to mitigate the risks posed by the DOD’s recent

initiatives. They are not, however, a substitute for professional

representation in any specific situation.

1. Revisit with your contracts team some of the basics of data

rights—e.g., what is technical data vs. software; what the

DFARS data rights clauses do (rights of use) and not do

(delivery).

2. Carefully review RFPs promptly for any data rights clauses

other than the standard DFARS/FAR clauses. Bear in mind that

the government properly can request offerors to relinquish

Limited or Restricted rights and provide Government Purpose

Rights (GPR) or Unlimited rights and may create an incentive

for doing so in exchange for payment by the government—typi-

cally a paid option to deliver data and software with GPR. But

the government cannot require relinquishment as a condition of

being responsive or eligible for award.

3. Do not panic if you see a clause requesting a priced option

for giving up data rights and providing GPR or Unlimited rights.

4. Do not assume your competitors are going to provide those

rights at no cost or low cost.

5. Do get an independent, unbiased (meaning from outside

the company) assessment of the value of the data rights you will

be giving up. You then can fairly assess what you have to gain

from winning the contract compared to what you will lose in

future value for losing data rights.

6. Consider (and price) strategies that provide GPR or

Unlimited rights in the option or out years, or after a certain vol-

ume of production. By those times, you might have recouped or

significantly diminished the loss of IP value.

7. Remember that the government cannot downgrade your

evaluation for declining to give up Limited or Restricted rights—

i.e., declining to provide GPR or Unlimited rights when you

otherwise can assert Limited or Restricted rights.

8. Be aware, however, that the government can evaluate you

more favorably if you elect to provide GPR or Unlimited rights.

9. Keep in mind that the government can require contractors

to deliver DMPD as OMIT data—which an agency can reason-

ably define—but the DMPD must still be subject to Limited

rights. That is, the government cannot require GPR or Unlimited

rights in DMPD or downgrade you for declining to provide those

rights.

10. Be mindful of timelines for raising protest issues: chal-

lenges to the terms of an RFP must be raised prior to the time for

submission of initial proposals. Contractor personnel must be at-

tuned to this timing—and to these data rights issues—so these

matters can get raised to legal and management in sufficient time

to make informed decisions about how best to address the

clauses.
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